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REMODELING THE LIBRARY TOUR: MAKING THE SPACE
COME ALIVE
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INTRODUCTION
Hit the Ground Running (HGR) is a summer learning
program at the Missouri University of Science and Technology.
It allows incoming freshman to learn about the campus, practice
leadership skills, meet fellow incoming classmates, and
complete an accelerated 3-credit class in Chemistry,
Mathematics, or English during a three-week residency. Since
2010, the library has been pleased to work with the HGR
program, conducting library orientations for attendees during
their time on campus.
Traditionally, HGR students had been divided into
three to four sections, with each section visiting the library on a
different day during one week of the program. In 2015,
however, the new HGR coordinator decided to keep all 100
attendees together in a unified group. When we were contacted
with the opportunity to work with 100 incoming freshmen, over
5% of the incoming class, of course we accepted. Once we’d
accepted, though, we immediately asked ourselves how we
could possibly provide a good library introduction to such a
large group of people.
When possible, we have always used the library
classroom as a site for library instruction and library tours. It is
conveniently located on the first floor of the library, and it is
furnished with both projection equipment for presenters and
desktop computers for students. It was, however, designed at a
time when our campus population was much smaller; there are
only 14 workstations for students, and the space can’t
comfortably seat more than about 25.
While discussing possibilities, it immediately became
obvious that we would have to split up the large group. There
are spaces around the building that could accommodate four
groups of 25—in addition to the classroom, we have three
conference rooms that could be reserved and used for

presentations. That seemed like an adequate, if unexciting,
solution. We had recently been promoting the concept of
“library as space” to students, and I began to wonder if there
was some way to incorporate that concept into a more engaging,
exciting library tour.

RE-ENVISIONING THE EXPERIENCE
In considering ways we might engage students while
introducing them to a variety of library services, materials, and
spaces, I was reminded of a pre-existing solution in a nonacademic domain. Every fall, we see carnivalesque hauntedhouse attractions pop up in time for Halloween. These
attractions divide crowds of visitors into smaller groups, and
these groups are led consecutively through several
presentations. While these presentations tend to be a bit more
macabre than scenes found in a typical library, the hauntedhouse model had enough similarities that I thought it might
work for us. The key insight was that this model allows
presenters to remain stationary while the tour group is mobile.
We quickly realized that this model opened up many
opportunities. Instead of relying on conventional presentation
spaces, we could guide these groups into any open area of the
library, familiarizing them with what we have available while
modeling how students can engage with different spaces.
Additionally, giving four small presentations instead of one
hour-long presentation would allow presenters to craft a single
short presentation in their own subject specialty rather than
having to memorize a much lengthier presentation containing
concepts and facts with which they might not be extremely
familiar. This would expose the students to several different
approaches to library instruction and also allow for different
types of engagement.
My colleagues in reference and instruction were
slightly hesitant to get on board with this project, as it would
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require significantly more organization, participation, and
preparation than a typical library engagement. There were no
other proposals on the table, though, so they tentatively agreed
to proceed with the “haunted house” tour idea.
My reference and instruction colleague Sherry
Mahnken and I would be available, but we needed to two more
presenters. We knew this could be a significant challenge, given
that our staff is small and largely uncomfortable with working
directly with students. Fortunately, our director, Tracy Primich,
and our digital repository librarian, Roger Weaver, were willing
and available to participate as presenters. With four presenters
on board, we began planning out the tour.

WHERE WOULD THEY GO?
We wanted the students to experience both our
traditional and our more unconventional library spaces, but we
were also bound by a 50-minute time constraint. While our
library has four floors with interesting features on each, we
limited the tour to the first and second floors. This allowed us
to show off more of our first floor, which had been remodeled
during the previous year. Because we did not want to forsake
emphasizing the library’s role in information seeking and
gathering, we knew the library classroom had to be a destination
on the tour.
A second must-see on the tour was the Nonavitra
visualization wall. This impressive piece of technology had
recently been donated to the library by a division of IT that

supports student design projects. The student-created piece is a
grid of nine 50” high-definition screens that function together
as a single enormous monitor; the visualization wall is equipped
with a high-powered computer and all the design and
presentation software available on campus. We wanted students
to see this equipment in action and to learn that it could be used
on a walk-up basis or reserved ahead of time.
While the library provides a number of spaces for
students to lounge, to study, and to collaborate on projects, we
have set aside an area on our first floor for more non-traditional
activity within the library. This space has no formal name, but
internally we call it “the Zome Zone” because it is stocked with
Zome toys, which are modern Tinkertoy-like pieces that can be
snapped together into three-dimensional creations. This area is
also stocked with a variety of puzzles, games, and art supplies
freely available for student use. Our copy machines and book
scanner are also in this area, making it a single destination that
could introduce students to several different library services.
Finally, we wanted to use this tour to address a curious,
persistent challenge our students face: students new to the
library have difficulty locating the stairs, and a surprising
number fail to realize there are several levels in our library
available for their use. We wanted to lead them up to a
destination on the second floor to mitigate these challenges, and
we decided on using one of the reservable conference rooms in
order to introduce them to the fact that we have different study
and meetings spaces that can be reserved for their use.

Figure 1: Destinations on the Library Tour
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WHAT WOULD WE DO?
With the destinations chosen and our presenters
committed, we needed to decide on presentation topics and
locations. Tracy Primich, our director, was willing to present
whatever we thought would be best. Since she had recently been
active in building a circulating collection of non-traditional
items, we thought it would be appropriate for her to introduce
the students to the new tools and electronics hobby kits we have
available for students to check out. We decided to place her in
the second-floor conference room, which contains a long table
on which the items could be laid out and accessible. With the
tools and kits laid out before them, the students could engage
directly through hands-on, tactile experience with the objects.
My reference and instruction colleague Sherry
Mahnken was to give the traditional presentation on
information resources. In working out the content of this
presentation, we decided to try to take a more interactive
approach than we had traditionally used in our informationresources presentations. Instead of devoting the entire time to a
lecture introducing our catalog, our databases, and so on, we
decided to give a brief introduction to our web-scale discovery
service, Summon, and its basic facets, and then to allow
students to discover the answer to a simple research question.
Successful students would be rewarded with candy. While this
required significant prep time in finding questions that would
be both interesting to incoming freshmen and which could be
successfully interpreted and solved by users new to our
resources, we thought that this combination of lecture and
participatory learning would be a good means of engaging and
educating these students in a limited time frame. Because this
presentation would require both presentation equipment and
computers for hands-on use, we placed Sherry in the library
classroom.
Roger Weaver, our digital repository librarian,
initially proposed an abbreviated version of the introduction to
copyright session he often presents to undergraduates, but my
instruction colleagues and I believed that might not fit with our
overall concept of introducing students to the library and its
resources. One of our initial undertakings with the Scholars’
Mine, our digital repository, had been to digitize all of our
school’s yearbooks and to make them freely available online.
We proposed to Roger that he talk about the repository
generally while using the yearbook collection as a specific
focus, which he found agreeable. This presentation would
engage students in the most traditional manner, through passive
reception of highly visual information and lecture. Because his
presentation of the digitized yearbooks would be highly visible,
the Nonavitra visualization wall was a great fit for him.
This left me in the Zome Zone, where I’d have the
opportunity to introduce the students to some of the more fun
stuff: the library’s collection of puzzles, games, Zome creativity
toys, and Rover. Rover was a brand-new addition to the
library’s technology arsenal, a large high-definition screen
mounted on a mobile platform and equipped with ClickShare
screencasting technology; this allows users to create ad hoc

collaboration spaces inside the library by broadcasting from
their own laptops onto the larger Rover screen. I developed my
presentation to allow space for participatory learning through
engagement with Rover and the various hands-on items in the
area, and also some abstract engagement through conversation
with students about how they might use Rover.

HOW WOULD ALL THIS WORK?
Tour guides were needed to keep the students on track
and on time. Recruitment was complicated by vacations and
summer student-worker availability, but we were able to find
four participants and a fifth back-up guide in case of
emergency.
Walking the planned route while visualizing all parts
in motion revealed a few more challenges:
•

How would we ensure our presenters didn’t run over
their allotted time with each group?

•

How would we avoid the choke point between the
visualization wall and the classroom?

•

What would a guide do if a presentation ran short?

•

How would we divide the students into groups, and
where would they begin the tour?

Most of these challenges were resolved through providing each
guide with a highly detailed script, including timing and talking
points. The HGR coordinator agreed to divide the students into
groups in advance, and we located positions at the front of the
library from which we could stage each of the four groups. Tour
guides would keep speakers on time using the yellow card/red
card system, flashing the yellow card when three minutes
remained and the red card when one minute was left. Tour
guides were instructed to interrupt and end the presentation if
time ran out, and presenters were instructed to defer to the
guides if this happened.

THE DAY OF THE TOUR
The tour was to begin at 2:00, and at 1:45 all presenters
and guides gathered in the library lobby to greet arriving
students and move them into their initial positions. Unlike our
HGR interactions in previous years, the students arrived in twos
and threes instead of a single large group. We soon discovered
another unanticipated change from previous years.
When the HGR coordinator arrived shortly before
2:00, she began distributing paperwork for the students to fill
out before beginning the tour. We had made no contingencies
for this, so I gathered the guides and presenters and had them
revise their presentation times down from eight minutes to six.
Not knowing when we might be able to begin, I told everyone
to be prepared to cut their final presentation off at 2:48
regardless of how much time they’d had with that group of
students. We were able to begin the tour at 2:10.
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Other than that, everything went smoothly and as
planned. Students eagerly researched the questions given to
them in the classroom, and they were largely excited by the
tools and kits we have available and passed them around. Sadly,
they did not immediately grasp the usefulness of Rover, and
most groups did not engage with questions about how they
might find it useful; they were, however, very interested in the
free book scanner in that area.

CONCLUSIONS
Because we had no formal assessment program in
place at the time, it is hard to evaluate the effectiveness of this
tour. We have seen FTE-adjusted increases in Summon usage,
circulation, and door count during this academic year, but this
could be attributed to other marketing initiatives and our
increased embedded presence in a freshman English course.
Anecdotally, we have recognized a large number of the HTG
students visiting the library regularly during their freshmen
year, and they have seemed comfortable and engaged when
asking for assistance. Despite the large amount of staffing and
planning required by this model, we see it as viable for future
use. We believe the experimental tour was an overall success,
and we’re looking forward to the new challenges Hit the
Ground Running might provide for us this year.
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APPENDIX A
Sample Script for Tour Guides
Kelsey
Basic Info
•
•
•
•

You are the Guide for Group 2.
You will be given a Yellow Card and a Red Card on the day of the event.
You will need some sort of timer and a timepiece. A watch is OK, a phone app is better.
Be enthusiastic! But not scary!

1:45
•

Meet with the other Presenters and Guides at the front of the library. We will wait together in the lobby until
we see the students arriving. You’ll receive your Yellow Card and Red Card at this time. You will be paired
with Sherry, so stick close to her.

2:00
•
•
•
•
•

When we see the students arriving, we will all go out together.
Go forward with Sherry and grab the group of students Matthew points you toward.
Hang with your group for just a minute. Watch Group 1, led by Shelly and Tracy.
When you see that Group 1 is completely inside the building, begin leading your group toward Classroom
103.
Walk and talk. Point out the paperbacks and CLC computers as you walk past them.

2:05
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sherry will begin her presentation in Classroom 103. Start your timer.
Pay attention to the timer, not the clock. We don’t have to panic for a little bit yet. ☺
At 5 minutes, raise your Yellow Card. You can put it down when Sherry acknowledges it. Keep the timer
running, do not reset.
At 7 minutes, raise your Red Card.
At 8 minutes, if Sherry is still talking, interrupt her. If she finishes earlier, that is good! Begin moving as soon
as you can.
Gather up the students and begin moving toward Room 202.

2:13
•
•

Walk your students from Classroom 103 to Room 202 through the nearest stairwell.
If Tracy is still talking, hold back by the Telepresence Room until the group currently there is cleared out.

2:16
•
•

Tracy will begin her presentation in Room 202. Start your timer.
Pay attention to the timer, not the clock. We don’t have to panic for a little bit yet. ☺
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•
•
•
•

At 5 minutes, raise your Yellow Card. You can put it down when Tracy acknowledges it. Keep the timer
running, do not reset.
At 7 minutes, raise your Red Card.
At 8 minutes, if Tracy is still talking, interrupt her. If she finishes earlier, that is good! Begin moving as soon as
you can.
Gather up the students and begin moving toward the Zome Zone between IT and the Café.

2:24
•
•
•

Walk your students from 202, across the floor to the opposite stairwell, and downstairs.
Point out the CLC computers as you walk past them.
If Matthew is still talking at the Zome Zone, hold back by the Café until the group currently there is cleared
out.

2:27
•
•
•
•

•
•

Check the time.
If it is 2:30 or later, it is time to be concerned. Hold up your Yellow Card before Matthew begins speaking.
If it is not yet 2:30, things are OK. Hold up no cards before Matthew begins speaking.
Matthew will begin speaking. Start your timer.
o If Matthew began at 2:30 or later, hold up your Yellow Card at 4 minutes.
o If Matthew began before 2:30, hold up your Yellow Card at 5 minutes.
Hold up your Red Card 2 minutes after you held up your Yellow Card.
One minute after you hold up your Red Card, interrupt and get your students moving.

2:35
•
•
•

Walk your students from the Zome Zone, across the front of the library, to Nonavitra.
Point out the Service Desk as you walk past it.
If Roger is still speaking at Nonavitra, chill by the unbound journals.

2:38
•
•
•
•
•

Check the time.
If it is 2:40 or later, you will be concerned. Hold up your Yellow Card before Roger begins speaking.
If it is 2:42 or later, we are in panic mode. Hold up your Red Card before Roger begins speaking.
If it is not yet 2:40, things are OK. Hold up no cards.
Roger will begin his presentation in Classroom. Keep an eye on the time, not the timer.

2:43
•

Hold up your Yellow Card.

2:45
•

Hold up your Red Card.

2:46
•
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Interrupt and begin leading your students back to the front of the library.
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